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I N  T H I S  I S S U E

Welcome back!
 
As the 2018-19 academic year comes to an end, I would

like to start by thanking everyone for their incredible

work and efforts you have exhibited throughout the

year and I would like to also say that I am immensely

honored and proud to be counted among you all as a

colleague. in this issue of the newsletter, we are giving

you an inside look of what’s been happening during the

past few months in the ELI. From the beginning of the

year, we have accomplished so much together as a

team making us all proud and inspiring us to do more.

We’ve achieved a lot and this edition of the newsletter

is celebrating that. We have added previous editions to

the faculty drive for you to have a reference to go back

to when needed. Stay tuned for a couple of exciting

changes coming your way concerning the newsletter in

the new academic year.

 

Here’s wishing everyone a restful and sublime summer

and looking forward to welcoming you all back,

refreshed, for what will be an exciting, new academic

year.
HANADI ALSHOGIRAN

Editor-in-chief
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In Brief

“Appreciation is a wonderful thing. It makes what is
excellent in others belong to us as well.” 
 
—Voltaire

Thank you
 
 
 
I would like to start this letter by directing a heartfelt

thank you to our management team, teaching faculty

and admin staff who helped immensely in making ELI

2018-2019 a successful year. I am honoured and

privileged to work with such a diverse and experienced

group of individuals who forge together as a team

whenever the situation demands it. Their

accomplishments since coming together as a team is

evidence of their commitment to realizing the ELI’s

vision of Excellence in English language education.

Since the inception of the ELI in 2017 many positive

changes have been successfully implemented on an

ongoing basis due to the unified efforts of all

management and staff. Some of the achievements that

has been accomplished are, but not limited to,

providing several training workshops, delivering

continuous professional development courses,

launching the Eaquals accreditation process, posting

in-house materials to the ELI’s Newsletter, and re-

running summer courses for both PNU students and

the public. 

Thank you once more to you all. It is a tremendous

honor to work with you and serve as one of the leading

members in the ELI. Wishing you all a great summer

vacation and looking forward for the upcoming

summer courses.

ELI IN SENTENCES

Admission for ELI's English

Summer Courses has

officially started. Registration

is now on the following link.

(Click here) 

 

The English language

Institute holds an academic

writing contest in

collaboration with National

Geographic for all students of

Princess Noura Bint

Abdulrahman University.

(click here)

 

ELI's IELTS

preparation courses will

continue running throughout

the English Summer Courses

as well.

 

 

pnu.eli.newsletter

@gmail.com

@Elipnu

ASHWAQ AL JAHLAN
Vice Dean of Academic Affairs

https://twitter.com/EliPnu/status/1123444917727002625
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdaycLVjdL3RpmSLAsu3Vnyx1Vf_frt2PxpHCP2rgH1AuNj_A/viewform?usp=send_form
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Go Team! | To you, a Huge Thank you

Observation

Resource &

Lesson Planning

Mariam Parker

Mehvesh Islam

Kulsoem Toffar

Sarah Alhaidar

Areej Alotaibi

Hoda Ahmed

Muna Ahmed

Natasha Rock

Fatou Joof

Fatima Habib

Manal Almebki

Abeer Alahmadi

Aya Alsomaida'ay

Hanadi Alshogairan

Ashwaq Aljahlan

Kimberly Joyce

Amani Bobah

Samia Mohamed

Shasha Dhesi

Rabia Abdulmajeed

Ghadeer Alharbi

Nazish Raza

Sarah Abu Risheh

Farhiya Noor

Selem Habtezion

Remedial Sessions

Waffa Kaissi

 Danita Parker

 Prudence Alexander

Aziza Khanoum

Nishat Banu

Isma Sana

Nasim Geary

Iman Abdulrahman

Lubna Iqbal

Ansam Izeddin

Aman Abdulrahman

Dr. Evangelin

Whitehead

Rita Acquaah

Rehana Adams

Farhiya Adams

Rasha Attalah

Dania Jendi

Maisaa Tubail

Iman Abdella

Aicah Zaari

Randa Elbarbari

Rabaa Toubib

Deena Bargaba

Accreditation

Khadra Salah

Aziza Khanoum
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Go Team!

Assessment Review 

Academic Records

Learning Center

Continued

Professional Development Henriette Burger 

Thea Koekemoer

Sheryl Little 

Sajeda Bathia

Afshan Raja 

Halima Adan 

Afaf Althawad

Sara Alyami

Reem Alsugair

Lemme Ibrahim

 

Thea Koekemoer

Kathrine O'Riordain

Colette Lynagh

Alia Jafar

Asma Aldarawish

Marla Laddaoui

Rim Najar

Sara Sedky

Asha Osman

Abrar Al-Duwaihi

Nishat Banu

Nada Almaawy

 

Cristina Power

Rehana Seedat

Ayesha Syed

Syeda Ateeqa

Aziza Khanom

Nasim Gearay

Abir Doukani

Mariam Ali

Hadil Numan

Nura Abdulla

 "No one who achieves
success does so without
acknowledging the help

of others."

A L F R E D  N O R T H  W H I T E H E A D
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Go Team!

We are proud to announce the winners for the National Geographic

Creative Writing Contest in this edition of the ELI's newsletter

First place

Ema Alshehri

(The Girl who Found the

World)

The English language Institute held an academic writing contest in collaboration with

National Geographic for all students of Princess Noura Bint Abdulrahman University

Second place

Rushda Naik 

(Riding The Thrill)

Third place

 Asyah Mangotara 

(The Girl on a Bike)

Click here to read the wining writing pieces

https://drive.google.com/open?id=19W0uh3MiNBXTjSsGzCTDiirfR3ixk7Zv


RLPC - Resource and Lesson
Planning Committee
 

Spotlight

Image shown is the unit plan for Unlock 2, Unit 2

The Professional Development Unit (PDU) is committed to meeting the development

needs of faculty members and developing a community of practice within the faculty.

Since we are keen on developing communities of practice in the ELI, The Resource and

Lesson Planning Committee (RLPC) was established. RLPC provides teachers with peer

prepared supplementary material and support with lesson planning. The RLPC

committee members will provide you with up to pace supplementary materials that you

can use in your classes, and these resources will encompass the differing skills and

areas that are being taught in both the general and academic tracks. In the upcoming

academic year, these materials along with a Unit Map or plan will be uploaded weekly

and can be downloaded straight from G-Drive.
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To provide a platform for faculty staff to access
quality resources aimed at enhancing and
supporting teachers in the classroom.
To meet ELI objectives, including Equals
accreditation criteria.
To look at other ways to support teachers in the
classroom and meet students’ needs based on
feedback.

*

You can also schedule to meet with an RLPC committee member if you would

like to have some peer-peer support in your lesson planning.  The committee

members are fellow teachers and can be a sounding board for your ideas or may

provide you with techniques or methods that you can use in your classes.

 

If you would like to share your materials or services with the committee please

email us on  pdu.eli.pnu@gmail.com

 

In the RLPC committee, we base our work on the following goals:

"Alone we
can do so

little;
together

we can do
so much." 

 
– Helen
Keller

WAFFA KAISSI
DANITA PARKER
PRUDENCE ALEXANDER
AZIZA KHANOUM
NISHAT BANU
ISMA SANA
NASEEM GEARY
IMAN ABDULRAHMAN
LUBNA IQBAL
ANSAM ABDELRAHMAN
AMAN ABDULRAHMAN
DR. EVANGELINE WHITEHEAD
RITA ACQUAAH
REHANA ADAMS
FARHIYA ADAM

Resource and Lesson Planning Committee Members
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Unpacking a Text with Scott
Thornbury
In our End of Year Symposium, we were very honored to have

many distinguished speakers as part of our lineup. As teachers

 who have  used his resources for many years, we were

delighted to have had the opportunity to have Scott Thornbury

as one of our esteemed speakers.  The Professional

Development Unit considers Scott Thornbury’s participation in

our End of Year Symposium as  a huge achievement, 

 particularly considering that we were able to  secure him on

what was his first ever Saudi ELT conference participation.

The plenary session that Mr. Scott Thornbury prepared for the

ELI was on how to ‘Unpack a Reading Text’. As teachers, we

may find that we follow reading tasks as they are set out in the

book. However, Thornburys plenary showed us the richness of

the reading texts in our coursebooks and how they can be

exploited for their discoursal and linguistic features. He used

the interesting analogy of how a reading text was actually like

an onion and started by looking at a framework that we can

use in helping teachers prepare their texts. He described two

key ways to look at a text.  

 

1. Text as a vehicle of information : 

The text has to be treated as a vehicle of information before

any other work can be done with the text considering the

following: 

Genre: what type of text it is, 

Context: where can it be found, 

Participants: who it is to / who it is from

Mode: How is the text delivered 

Purpose/communicative function: What is the purpose of the

text 

 

2. Texts as a linguistic objects

Here texts are exploited for their linguistic features such as the

placement and use of prepositions. Scott Thornbury also

demonstrated an online tool that can help teachers identify

these features such identifying the most common words in a

text which would help teachers in creating language tasks

from the text. This free online tool, Compleat Lexical Tutor, can

also help with finding collocations and word families 

HODA AHMAD & SELEM HABTEZION
Head of The Professional Development Unit
PD Coordinator
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For more please read: 
An A-Z of ELT | Scott Thornbury's blog 

His website:  Scott Thornbury

http://www.scottthornbury.com/


A C A D E M I C  Y E A R

R E F L E C T I O N S

This on-line 15 week course offered by

Norwich Institute of Language Teaching

(NILE) UK, provided participants with the

opportunity to extend their knowledge of

concepts such as learning, teaching and

language and afforded an opportunity to

connect theory with practice through

classroom research activities.
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My research project aims to identify the

errors L1 Arabic adult English language

students make in their written production in

English. The significance of this study is to

find solutions to the errors encountered so as

to inform and improve English language

teaching practice in error correction and

enhance the learning experience for adult

language students.

 

 

 

 

 

What's on your Mind?

This year the ELI branched out with their course
offerings. Teachers share their commendable

experiences during this academic year

A d v a n c e d  D i p l om a  i n  E n g l i s h

L a n g u a g e  T e a c h i n g

My own research project is an analysis of the

errors in the written production of L1 Arabic

adult English language learners in order to

inform improved teacher generated feedback

on error correction which is informed by

language theories on the processes involved in

how L1, L2 and foreign languages are acquired. 

It cannot be denied that sometimes teachers

do not know much about error analysis and

error correction. Furthermore, students often

experience a sense of frustration because they

find a lack of understanding between

themselves and their teachers for the errors

that they make in their writing production and

the teacher’s understanding of error correction

and ability to meaningfully address and give

feedback on the errors encountered.

"

"
D A L E E N  B A K E R
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Advancing with English: this is the reality of academia today, from international

collaborations and conferences to research and journal publications. The approach to

language learning is (social) constructivist and communicative, based on the view that

“through an active, reciprocal exchange, teaching can strengthen learning how to learn 1 .”

Technology is also integrated in ways that can be utilized both inside and outside the

classroom, such as the use of discussion boards to comment and expand on unit topics.

Like the English Proficiency course, the second category, ‘Specialized courses’,

incorporates technology and uses a (social) constructivist, integrated skills approach to

learning. However, unlike the EP course, it targets specific areas: academic research (ARE –

Academic Research Excellence) and communication (Language of Communication I –

Writing, and Language of Communication II – Speaking), and English language learners at B1

level and above. The first year of running the ELI-EP program had its challenges, as does

every beginning, but they were easily overcome with the support and co-operation of the

English Language Institute: the Dean, Dr Hessah  and the Vice-Dean of Academic Affairs,

Ashwaq , ELI colleagues and administrative staff, the EP teachers and course participants,

as well as the assistance of the Deanship of Academic Development. Thanks to everyone’s

efforts, whether large or small, the year has ended with participants of the ELI-EP program

‘advancing with English’ to achieve their goals; and that is the best reward.

"

"
N I M O  S A L A H

I E L T S  P r e p r a t i o n  C o u r s e s

The ELI has ran IELTS preparation courses for the first time this semester. I have been

fortunate enough to teach on these brand new courses and partake in the initial cycle

of their establishment. The structure of the courses were as follows: there were three

levels available, ranging from level 4 to 7.5 and two different course lengths for

students to choose from. The students were highly motivated and extremely driven.

They were mainly graduates who had completed their bachelors and some had

completed their masters. We also had a few PhD holders wanting to improve their skills

in the English language. The overall feedback from students at the end of the course

was overwhelmingly positive and great for not only the students, but also the ELI. I

thoroughly enjoyed teaching this course and would highly recommend it to anyone

who is interested as all the courses offered by the ELI have their own unique charm.

E n g l i s h  P r o f i c i e n c y  C o u r s e

The English Proficiency course is a five-level course (from low A1

to B2), made up of two strands that

cover the four macro skills (Reading and Writing, and Listening

and Speaking). It offers offers two categories of courses so that

PNU faculty members and administrative staff can ‘advance with

English’, both individually and together, as part of the PNU ‘team’

and the wider academic world.

"

"
S T A V R O U L A  A D A M O P O U L O U S
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      What does it mean to be a 21st century teacher? It basically means we, teachers, are

technology literate. We advocate the use of technology in our classrooms and usually use it in

our ESL classrooms as we see how it can enhance students’ learning. However, do we really

know how to use technology effectively? Are we using it simply as a tool to deliver our

lessons, or as a means to communicate with our students? In other words, are we effectively

incorporating technology into our lesson planning? 

     It’s argued that effective technology integration must occur across the curriculum in

different areas to improve the learning process. In this article, the TPACK framework, which is

a map for understanding how to integrate technology into your classroom effectively, will be

explained in detail.

 

What is the TPACK model?

     TPACK stands for Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge. The idea behind this

model is that knowledge can be three-fold: content, pedagogy and technology. Although

these three areas might appear to be different concepts on the surface, they relate to each

other in one way or another. They all meet to form the TPACK model which projects a full

understanding of not only how to use technology in your classroom, but also how to

constructively judge its integration.  This model stresses the significance of each one of these

three types of knowledge to deliver a successful lesson. It also assesses them discreetly and

holistically within each other in order to investigate the effectiveness of technology

integration.

 

TPACK: Towards a Successful Technology
Integration in Your Classroom

How Can TPACK Be Used in your Classroom?

To incorporate TPACK in your classrooms, a number of

planning steps should be followed:

 

     The first step is to think about the content of your

lesson. This could be the learning outcomes that are

expected to be met at the end of the class session.

 

     The second step it to speculate on pedagogy.

Pedagogy here mainly refers to choosing an activity type

or technique that best suits and enhances the content of

the lesson. 

 

     The last step is to consider the integration of

technology. This integration can be seen as creating an

effective link between content and pedagogy, relating

both to the activity type and aids in learning.

*

*

*

A T H E E R  A L W A B E L
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Getting Involved: ELI's Community Service
Events
H I N D  A L Z E A A G I

      The English Language Institute in collaboration with the Community Service

Deanship, volunteered in providing community services to all society members outside

and inside the university. This semester, ELI commemorated days recognized globally

such as World Cancer Day, held on the 3rd of February outside ELI’s main hall. The

members of the  ELI Learning Resource Center organized this event and contributed to

raising awareness of Cancer, it’s different types and symptoms. Visitors participated by

writing notes to children with Cancer, wearing colored ribbons and signing their names

as members of the Saudi Cancer Foundation. Women play an essential role in society

and continue to succeed in their efforts and achievements. The ELI joined the

international community in celebrating “women”. The event took place on the 10th of

March 2019 hosting Saudi power houses like Raha Moharrak, Mushaal Alshummamri,

Hayat Sindi, Ghada Almutari and Hanadi Al-Hindi.

 

Products and services ranged from Henna art, natural homemade skincare products

and freshly baked cakes designed and made by our talented teachers Yasmin Khan,

Awuo Abdullah and Samira Mahmood. A special invitation was extended to Huda Falata

from Misk Foundation. Huda showcased her invention: the  “Help Robot  program”. She

invented this program to support her friend and other visually impaired Individuals. Her

invention entered and won international competitions. Guest at the event were invited

to share their goals and aspirations on the “One Day I can poster”. The purpose was to

inform women about the importance of goal setting in a written form rather than a

thought. This way, the chances of that goal being achieved is higher.

 

The “Sports Day” on 24th of March concluded the events for the semester. The English

Language Institute hoped to raise awareness of the importance of sports and

exercising. Sports Day activities included a boxing session and an outdoor competition.

Participants competed in three games “tug of war, goal shoots and sack race,” the

three winners received gold, silver and bronze medals. 

 

The ELI wants to express their gratitude to the amazing team who helped make this

semester’s events a success. Thank you, Nasim Gearay, Syeda Ateeqa, Yasmin Khan,

Awo Abdullahi, Nimo Salah, Atheer Alwabel, Monirah Alhelwa, Asma Rikley ,Samar

Almazyad and Samira Mahmood.

 

We are pleased with the resourceful contributions from  the ELI community service,

and look forward to the imminent semesters where the ELI can offer free workshops

and symposiums to members of the Saudi Society while continuing to recognize

momentous days.



I ' L L  B E

T H E R E  F O R

Y O U

It means that no matter what, you will always

be able to count on that person, in the good

times and the bad times. This is exactly what

our students want from us. Someone to be by

their side, someone who can just listen to

them, someone who can understand what

they’re going through, someone who is just

there for them.

By doing this you build a wonderful rapport

between you and your students. We are

social beings who thrive on healthy

relationships. And yet, the importance of

positive relationships is often overlooked

Improving students' relationships with

teachers has important, positive and long-

lasting implications for both students'

academic and social development. The

student is likely to trust her teacher more,

show more engagement in learning, behave

better in class and achieve at higher levels

academically.

Here are some relationship-based strategies

that can transform your classroom into a

positive learning environment.    

 

   1. Be the CEO of your classroom.

Students look for reasons to respect and

follow you. You must send the message from

day one that you are in control and worthy of

their respect. 
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This message, however, should not convey an

overbearing, authoritarian, inflexible

approach. Keep rules to a minimum. Review

and practice these rules the first weeks. Don't

make the false assumption that students

know what you want from them. Simply

stating rules and putting them on the wall is

not sufficient. Discussing, practicing, and

reinforcing your rules are crucial to ensuring

all students thoroughly understand your

expectations.  

 

2. Embrace their individuality

If we are honest with ourselves, we must

admit that embracing students for who they

are is likely one of the toughest challenges

for educators. Young adolescents are trying

to sort out who they are and how to "show up"

in life. You can give them a gift by embracing

them for their individuality and uniqueness

rather than giving in to stereotyping and

judging. At the beginning of the year, pass out

a student profile form. Ask about hobbies,

family, goals, dreams, talents, interests, likes,

dislikes, and favorite things. Spend time

reading these profiles and using the

information to connect with your students in

casual conversation. Taking an interest in

their lives and their desire to dance to their

own beat is often the most powerful strategy

you can use to open that door and reach an

individual.

 

What's on your Mind?
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3. Let them get to know a part of you.

Some educators really struggle with this

concept because they fear familiarity might

create a more undisciplined atmosphere in the

classroom. The fact is, the more comfortable

your students are with you, the more relaxed

and receptive they will be. Have students

submit questions they would like to ask you

about yourself. Designate time at the end of

class on random days and just pull out

questions and answer them. You can have a

lot of fun with this, and it will help your

students begin seeing you as a real person.

 

4. Learn all students' names within 48 hours.

Many students feel invisible as they walk

down hallways and can literally go the entire

day without talking to anyone. When you

address your students by name, you are

showing them respect. It sends the message

that they are important enough for you to take

the time to learn and use their names.

Acknowledging an individual creates a

connection. After you learn their names, use

them everywhere: in the class, in the hallway,

and in the cafeteria. Some students will be

shocked that you addressed them by their

name after only two days, and it will have an

impact.

 

5. Nonverbal communication.

Do you smile at your students? SMILE! It is

welcoming, inviting, high energy. Students rely

heavily on nonverbal communication and are

always watching those around them for their

nonverbal cues.

 

 

Yasmin Khan

6. Treat all students with dignity and respect

at all times.

As adults, we may be the only positive role

models in many of our students' lives.

Sometimes we lose our temper, overreact, or

respond negatively toward a student because

of something that's going on in our own lives

As frustrated as we get at times, we should

never yell at or demean a student. When we

incorporate good manners in our classrooms

and maintain a consistent demeanor, we show

respect and help our students understand and

learn the power of positive, healthy

interaction.

 

 

All About Relationships

Positive relationships truly have the ability and

the power to unleash untapped potential in

our students. Relationships and instruction are

not an either–or proposition, but are rather an

incredible combination. Research tells us this

combination will increase engagement,

motivation, test scores, and grade point

averages while decreasing absenteeism,

dropout rates, and discipline issues.

Begin to unleash the power of positive

relationships in your classroom.
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Food for Thought

REFLECTIONS ON PRACTICE & GROWTH
For supporting materials, kindly click this link

THE VALUE OF SELF REFLECTION
For further information, kindly click this link

THE REFLECTIVE TEACHER: TAKING A LONG LOOK
To read, kindly click this link

HONING YOUR CRAFT WITH SUMMER TRAINING
To read, kindly click this link

01

Many of us have been raised on the traditional
notion of a three-stage approach to our working
lives: education, followed by work and then
retirement. But this well-established pathway is
already beginning to collapse--life expectancy is
rising,... read more.

The 100-Year Life: Living and Working in an
Age of Longevity

02

When Breath Becomes Air chronicles Kalanithi’s
transformation from a naïve medical student
“possessed,” as he wrote, “by the question of what,
given that all organisms die, makes a virtuous and
meaningful life” into a neurosurgeon at Stanford
working in the brain... read more.

When Breath Becomes Air

Mental Growth

TEACHING
EFL/ESL
READING: A
TASK BASED
APPROACH

This course

explores ways of

teaching reading

skills in English as

Second and

Foreign Language

(ESL/EFL) using a

task-based

approach. You will

be introduced to..

click here

CLASSROOM
STRATEGIES
FOR INQUIRY-
BASED
LEARNING

Inquiry-based

learning aims to

increase student

engagement by

helping learners

develop hands-on,

minds-on skills.

This education and

teacher training

course

explores...click

here

Professional Development Courses

https://www.teachingchannel.org/video/teacher-practice-growth-reflection
https://www.teachingchannel.org/video/second-set-partners-sfusd
https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/uk/14/10/value-self-reflection
https://youtu.be/eUTmSLJ85Pg
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/reflective-teacher-taking-long-look-nicholas-provenzano
https://www.edutopia.org/article/crafting-feedback-leads-learning
https://www.edutopia.org/article/honing-your-craft-summer-training
http://connectedprincipals.com/archives/17357
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1472947320/?coliid=I2ZB38F9O7C9GJ&colid=3BLQJGWEJDUOI&psc=0&ref_=lv_ov_lig_dp_it
https://www.cambridge.org/us/cambridgeenglish/catalog/teacher-training-development-and-research/second-language-classrooms
https://www.cambridge.org/us/cambridgeenglish/catalog/teacher-training-development-and-research/five-minute-activities
https://www.coursera.org/learn/esl-reading
https://www.edx.org/course/classroom-strategies-for-inquiry-based-learning-0


ANC I E N T  H I S T OR Y

BOOK  T I T L E

AU THOR

R E V I EWED  B Y :

C L A S S :

DA T E  S UBM I T T E D :

T E A CH ER :

Hanadi AlShogrian, Editor-in-chief
 

This newsletter was created with the support,
expertise, and guidance of a number of people.

 
Dr Hessah Aba Alalaa

Ashwaq AlJahlan
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Hoda Ahmad

Selem Habtezion
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Stavroula Adamopoulous
Atheer Alwabel

Hind Alzeagi
Yasmin Khan
Natasha Rock
Mariam Parker

Acknowledgments and
Contributors 

We want your feedback! How did you enjoy the
staff newsletter? Was there a feature you
especially liked in the newsletter? Tell us! Do you
have an idea to make the newsletter better? We
want to hear from you! If you want to contribute to
the ELI Newsletter Please send comments to
pnu.eli.newsletter@gmail.com

Feedback

Contributions
if you have any contributions or suggestions for
future issues, make sure to share your thoughts
with us on pnu.eli.newsletter@gmail.com

The English Language Institute Newsletter is
published for the teachers and managerial staff of
the ELI at Princess Nourah University. For inquiries
or to suggest an item for a future issue, please
contact us using the details below


